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December 2009 Next Meeting: December 16th, 2009 AMA Chartered Club # 139

Visit: http://flypcc.org/
President Ken Martinez 415-821-3682 a415flyboy@sbcglobal.net
Vice President Dennis Lowry 415-285-4496 dlowry@delphiproductions.com
Secretary Mike Solaegui 415-314-6261 mikes@perfectedgecutlery.com
Treasurer & Membership Ellsworth Crowell 650-591-0851
Webmaster Pete Johnson 408-298-5738 petej@petej.com
Editor
Field Phone

Brian Chan 650-577-0687
650-712-4423

pcceditor@gmail.com

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC
Editor

It is December already, do you know where is your
2010 AMA card is? If not, is not too late yet, AMA
renewal can be done on-line, go to

https://www.modelaircraft.org/joinrenew.aspx
You will need the 2010 AMA license to renew your
2010 PCC membership, NO EXCEPTION.
******************************************

On a clear day, you can see forever…….

TREASURER’S COLUMN
Ellsworth Crowell, Jr.

Fellow members, when you received your 2010 AMA
membership card, mail me a copy along with your annual
P.C.C. dues payment, check of $75.00 made out to P.C.C.

Mail to:

Mr. Ellsworth F. Crowell
424 Oxford Way,

Belmont, Ca 94002

As a reminder to late paying members on January 1st , the dues
go up to $85.00. On February 1st, the dues go up to $95.00.
Don’t get caught paying a penalty.

PAY NOW.
Please attach your 2010 year bar to your name badges and
wear it at the field. As of January 1st, 2010 we want to know
the members who have their AMA and have paid their 2010
dues.

Be there, Don’t be square!!
Another reminder: As of�January 1st, 2010, send
your�$85.00�dues and a copy of your 2010 AMA card to
your new Treasurer, Gregory Romine�at�1779
Woodland Avenue, Ste #28, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

Don’t forget the P.C.C. annual banquet on January 23rd,
2010 at Harry’s Hofbrau in Redwood City. $25.00 per
person for all kind of food. Many Prizes.
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NOVEMBER MEETING MINUTES
Mike Solaegui

•30 in attendance.
•Guests: Ethan and Paul Jud, Neil Tsubota, Dane Roberts,
Mark Morlind.

•Raffle prize, a Mini Pulse XT, thanks again to J & M
hobbies.

•Minutes from October meeting approved.
•Safety, Frequency clips # 58 and 7 are missing, aggressive
helicopter flying should not be done on the north end of the
pit area but across the runway over the grassy area.

•Treasurer’s report, still doing fine.
•Membership, @ 108 and growing, dues are now $75.00.
•Old biz, Oceano HS project is still moving ahead, contact
Dennis Lowry @ 415-285-4496.

•New Biz, January banquet on the 23rd  @ Harrys Hoffbrau,
will Marco be master of ceremonies again?

•A better sign to note the driveway entrance to the field is
needed, any ideas?

•Mike Nadler will ask Pete Johnson to update the club
brochure.

•Dennis Lowry showed his Yak 9 in sticks.
•Mike Solaegui, a flea market purchased Lockheed Vega.
•Greg Romine, a Multiplex four motor electric, also a recent
buy from the Tomcat sale.

•Eric added floats to his much flown Aerobat.
•John Bassetto his repaired tug, The Checker Board Classic
will fly again with a repaired tow release or at least pre
tested.

•Dave Santana and Kenny Martinez attended a combat contest
in Exeter, they placed in the top 10.

• Eric won the prize. 

 UPCOMING EVENTS
December
14 Tomcats RC Swap Meet, SCCMAS, Morgan Hill,

CA
16 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
25 Christmas Day, Earth.
January 2010
1 New Year Day, Ellsworth retires as the Treasurer

of P.C.C., Greg takes over.
20 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
23 P.C.C. Banquet, Harry’s Hofbrau, Redwood City.

$25.00 per person, Great Prizes.

SECURING THE YEAR BAR
Brian Chan

How oven you have to fix those little loops that held the year
bar to your club badge? I do that quite often, until I lost a loop.
I now have loops soldered together. Line up the loop

openings, put a small dab of solder on it. It is not that hard to
do and now they are securely locked in. That is until you cut it
off when you receive the new year bars from Elssworth.

HOW TO GLASS A WING CENTER SECTION
Scott Wilke

From Milwaukee Area Radio Kontol Club, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Many folks have asked me how I manage to get such a smooth
polyester resin center section on my wings. Believe me when I
say that it wasn’t always that way! However, I found that
following these techniques, while taking a little more time and
effort, is quite affective.

1. Make faint pencil markings, 3-4 inches apart, as a guide on
the center section indicating the width the glass cloth and resin
will eventually cover.

2. Cut two pieces of glass cloth to the proper width and length.
For the wing bottom, cut a length that just approaches the
width of the wing (chord), but does not go over the leading or
trailing edges. Next, cut a length for the wing top that goes
over the top, around the leading and trailing edges and
overlaps the bottom glass cloth about 1/4 inch or less on both
ends. The purpose of this is to keep your seams, if any, at the
bottom to avoid having to mate the two pieces at the exact
center of the leading and trailing edges where it can be quite
difficult to get the cloth to lay down.

3. Mix up about 1/2-ounce polyester resin and put one drop
more hardener in the mix than the instructions call for. This
works great with K&B resin but might be a little too hot for
some other brands. Test your brand before you try it as you
will need about 10-15 minutes working time.

Using the pencil lines you made before as a guide, paint a light
coat of resin on the center section bottom, just enough so that
it is almost absorbed into the balsa, but not entirely. (Note:
This is important and you should avoid excesses here, a little
less than more would be better.)

Next, lay the bottom piece of glass cloth on the resin and work
it into the resin with your fingers, working all bubbles or
wrinkles until it lays flat. You should have good lighting and
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look at the work from all angles to make sure it is lying
perfectly flat. Also, if you are sensitive to the resin, you may
wish to consider wearing rubber gloves.

Repeat the above procedure on the top except you will also be
painting the leading and trailing edges and overlapping on the
bottom. If you think you need more resin to get the cloth to
stick, particularly at the LE or TE, use your finger to paint it
on because the bristles of your brush will sag the cloth.

4.Let the resin cure for 24 hours in a horizontal position to
avoid drips from forming.

5. Mix up another 1/2 ounce of resin and paint it over the
already hardened surface until you can see the cloth is
completely filled and the surface is smooth. Let if cure for 24
hours.

6. Cut off the cloth that covers the servo or wing bolt
openings. Sand the center section lightly to remove stray cloth
fibers and to blend the resined center section into the rest of
the balsa wood. If you did the job right you will have very
little or no sanding at all. Isn’t that what you wanted in the
first place?

MODES
 Jerry Gill

Modes? Are you in the mood to think about modes? What
mode do you fly and why? Chances are you are flying mode
two and you’re flying this mode because “everybody else is
doing it.” That’s a good reason, especially if your instructor is
a mode-two flier.

In America, mode two is predominant, mode one is flown
mostly by old timers, and a couple of people fly mode three or
four. When the first proportional radio sets arrived, the old
timers had to make a choice. They were accustomed to
buttons, single sticks with a rotary knob on the end, and
levers. The levers on reed sets (four on an eight-channel, five
for a 10-channel) were set up with the aileron (and rudder) on
the right and elevator (and engine) on the left.

Since most flying was done with aileron and elevator, this
configuration most resembled mode one and many fliers chose
that route. The mode one fliers were in the majority in the
Michigan area in the 1960s and into the 1970s.

What happened after that? Mode two took over in the United
States. Some early converts might have liked the single stick
where the elevator cohabitated with the aileron. I have read
that the radio sets that came in great numbers from Japan were
mostly configured as mode two and was the largest influence.
I have also heard that the ratio of mode one to mode two is
much higher in Germany, Great Britain, and Australia than in
the United States.

Mode one fliers and mode-two fliers each have their own
theory as to which is best. It all comes down to which works
best for you.

The mode-one fliers in our area generally are the old-timers
who graduated from reeds as in my case. I like and feel
comfortable with mode one. I believe I can keep elevator and
aileron controlled better with two different thumbs.

Some fliers can fly both interchangeably. If you can’t and
you’re in the minority, you will find it tough to find a test pilot
when you need one. Because of that and because of the
availability of a good instructor are probably the best reasons
to choose mode two. Some brave pilots have even changed
over—successfully, too—from mode one to two.

LOST AND FOUND:
If you left a transmitter at the field, call Ken the Prez. If you
can id the transmitter, then you can get it back.

PICTURES
You can view these in color at http://flypcc.org/coppermine/
Help make the newsletter and website better: take pictures and
send them in! Want to learn how? Check out this helpful page:
How to Send Photos.
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Ken and Eric flying high.

Jim, Jake and Mike (I think!)

Ray working on his plane.

Jake doping his plane.

Greg and Roger return from a successful sortie. 

Ellsworth at his duty station during the meeting.
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What a year, in 2008 we lost this

And this

We cleaned up and packed up….

We looked and found this

We worked and worked…

Now we have this, thank you everyone.
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Next Meeting: Wednesday,  December 16th, 2009, 7:30 p.m.


